We give a comparative study of the zeros of Dirichlet Z-functions. Details will appear later. Next, it is quite natural to guess that the distribution of the zeros of L(s, X\) and L(s, x 2 ) are independent. To state our results, let y n (x) be the ordinate of the nth zero of L(s, x) such that 0 < 7"(x) < 7 w + i(x)-Further we define 7"(Xi) < 7 m (X 2 ) if 7"(Xi) < %n(X 2 )> and 7"(Xi) < y m (X 2 ) <7,. + i(Xi) <7 W + 1 (X 2 ) < if 7"(Xi) = 7"+i(Xi) = • ' = 7 m (X 2 ) = T m + 1 (x 2 ) = " • " . Then we get THEOREM 2. Under the same hypothesis as above, for a positive proportion of y n (X\)X there does not exist a y(x 2 ) for which y n (X\) < 7(X 2 ) < T w + i(Xi).

